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Chapter 1 : Style - Lifestyle Asia
3 nights in Hong Kong City Hong Kong is an impressive modern city boasting a stunning skyline studded with
skyscrapers and mountains as the backdrop. The city`s waterways, islands and bay`s provide visitors with plenty of
adventures on land and water including ferry rides, beaches, theme parks, temples, parks, and peaks.

Rates are per person based on double occupancy. Full payment is due 75 days prior to departure. Space and
prices subject to availability. Your exotic journey to the Orient begins this evening as you check-in for your
Cathay Pacific Airways flight bound for Bangkok. Your flight departs late tonight. Enjoy Cathay Pacific
Airways award winning service as you cross the international date line and lose one day en route. Day 3
Arrive Bangkok Thailand. Morning arrival in Bangkok, the breathtaking capital, situated on the banks of the
Chao Phraya River. This evening meet your fellow travelers at a welcome dinner and briefing. Join an optional
excursion to the colorful Damnoen Saduak floating market, reached by a rice barge followed by a visit to Phra
Pathom Chedi, the tallest stupa in the world. Your hotel is conveniently located within easy access to the
historic Singapore River as well as the shopping and entertainment area. This afternoon you are free to explore
on your own. Continue to the Botanical Gardens to see exotic orchids and rare flowers before ascending Mt.
Faber for a panoramic view. Today fly to the tropical island paradise to start your Bali tours. Settle into your
oceanfront resort hotel. Balance of the day is at leisure for independent exploration or shopping. First, attend a
performance of the famous Barong and Keris Dance. This traditional Balinese dance depicts the fight between
good and evil and is a classic example of the way myth and history are blended into one reality. It is one of the
least visited temple complexes on the island yet is one of the most beautiful sites to visit. It features verdant
gardens around ponds filled with carp and blooming lotuses, and ancient shrines surrounded by crystal clear
pools fed by natural springs. Proceed to Kintamani, set around the rim of the Gunung Batur crater. In the
center is a beautiful turquoise green lake, the largest lake of the island. Shop at the local markets located
nearby or join an optional tour. Later, fly to fascinating Hong Kong. Your attractive hotel is in the bustling
heart of Kowloon, near the scenic harbor. Then visit the renowned Stanley Market where bargains await,
scenic Repulse Bay and the exotic Aberdeen floating fishing village. The afternoon is at leisure for shopping
or independent exploration. Do not miss the great opportunity to savor the amazing array of delicacies in this
culinary Mecca. B Day 14 A day at leisure in Hong Kong, where East meets West, or perhaps join an optional
excursion via high-speed turbojet ride to Macau, a fascinating city 65 kilometers west of Hong Kong. Also, for
those so inclined, it happens to be the gambling capital of Asia! Final morning is at leisure. Later, board your
homebound flight. Your magical journey to the Orient ends as you arrive the USA later today.
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Chapter 2 : Thailand, Singapore, Hong Kong - Bangkok Forum - TripAdvisor
The above information is compiled by the Hong Kong Tourism Board from materials submitted by the indicated Tour
Operator. HK Tourism Board is not responsible for the information, claims and offers made.

Ticketing On a trip like this there is always the question of whether to book in advance. Doing so provides
certainty but at the expense of flexibility. On this occasion I did decide to book in advance in so far as was
possible: Even then the train I wanted was sold out so plumped for an earlier one. The Nanning to Hanoi ticket
is only available within China. There are some online agencies who ticket it internationally but this process
takes time and brings additional cost. It also requires proof of Vietnamese visas where relevant. So I simply
decided to take a chance of getting the Nanning to Hanoi ticket on the day of departure at Nanning station.
Once there, I went to window one the English-speaking window at Nanning station and bought the tickets
easily. There were multiple spare soft sleeper berths on the train. For the Vietnamese tickets I asked the
concierge at our hotel in Hanoi the Metropole to book them for me in advance. They have a dedicated travel
advisor who was helpful and efficient and did that. I needed to pay in cash and presume that I paid some sort
of service fee I did not check but the process was painless. At the Vietnamese stations we visited the level of
English spoken was low but the ticket desks often only had a queue of one or two people so it would have
been fairly easy to buy them in person, it seems. Again none of the trains was full to bursting. Again we paid a
small premium for this but I felt that it was well worth it. Van booked the ticket, issued us with a ticket
voucher, then later collected us by taxi from our hotel and dropped us at the bus station, making sure that we
received our bus tickets through exchanging the ticket voucher. She was friendly and helpful. Some travel
agencies in Vietnam do seem unscrupulous but this one worked fine. The bus had empty seats and, if you
chose the bus company you wanted and went to their departure point, you could probably purchase a ticket
easily. However for me the travel agent here made things easier and smoother at little cost. The tuk tuk from
the dock to Siem Reap was arranged dockside in Phnom Penh. Our only ticketing problem was from Siem
Reap to Poiphet. In retrospect, we should have arranged it in advance through our hotel or a reputable local
travel agent. Instead, we simply went to the bus station before the scheduled departure time as per Seat 61 â€”
this was the only time the information failed us, although it may well have been our fault rather than that the
information was wrong. The bus station was the epicentre of multiple bus companies and booking companies
there and in a nearby street and there was a strong feeling of a risk of scams, with multiple people offering to
sell us tickets cash upfront for buses they promised would arrive later from somewhere else. Instead, we opted
to arrange a private car through one of those agencies. As I say, in future I would pre-arrange the bus. In
Aranyaprathet, we bought the tickets on the day of departure at the station. The booking office opens around
one hour before each of the two daily scheduled departures to Bangkok. Again, the train was not full and I
imagine that you could turn up and buy a ticket for immediate departure on most days. Visas You may want to
read our separate posts on visas for China , Vietnam and Cambodia. Accommodation We prebooked most
accommodation through the Hong Kong travel agent Travel Expert and one night in a newly opened property
in Siem Reap through Agoda at an excellent price. For Guangzhou we simply walked into a local hotel in
Tianhe district on the evening of arrival. Some of the hotels on this route offer free transfer from the airport
and often also from the railway station, which can be a considerable benefit. For example, we arrived in
Vietnam around dawn with no local currency and opted to walk to our hotel. That was a lot of fun but a pickup
from the hotel would have been more convenient. A few points to mention: Think about whether it is worth
prebooking Hong Kong to Guangzhou! That service requires a ticket on a specific service from its sparse
timetable and the tickets are non-refundable. The trains were good throughout. The Vietnamese trains lack
dining cars though they do have hot water boilers at the end of each carriage and a food cart service. The boat
trip was excellent fun and a lovely way to see Cambodia. Although I opted not to go to Angkor Wat, an
afternoon or early morning there many people recommend sunrise fits well with this itinerary. Sunset near the
far reaches of Bangkok Conclusion This was an enjoyable trip which ran very smoothly. It makes for an
unusual and interesting way to travel between Hong Kong and Bangkok, or for that matter Hanoi. It does
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benefit from some planning, but that is easy and relatively fast to do. It can almost all be done from Hong
Kong and can be done at relatively short notice.
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Chapter 3 : Singapore Tours | Travel to China & Bali | smarTours
Hong Kong. Enjoy a full day to explore Hong Kong and the surrounding area on your own. Perhaps consider an
excursion to see the Giant Buddha on Lantau Island, explore nearby Macau, visit the Temple Street night market, or
take a sunset cruise on the harbor.

Your exotic journey to the Orient begins this evening as you check-in for your Cathay Pacific Airways flight
bound for Bangkok. Your flight departs late tonight. Enjoy Cathay Pacific Airways award winning service as
you cross the international date line and lose one day en route. Morning arrival in Bangkok, the breathtaking
capital, situated on the banks of the Chao Phraya River. This evening meet your fellow travelers at a welcome
dinner and briefing. Menam Riverside Hotel Day 4 Meals: Join an optional excursion to the colorful Damnoen
Saduak floating market, reached by a rice barge followed by a visit to Phra Pathom Chedi, the tallest stupa in
the world. Your hotel is conveniently located within easy access to the historic Singapore River as well as the
shopping and entertainment area. This afternoon you are free to explore on your own. York Hotel Day 8
Meals: Continue to the Botanical Gardens to see exotic orchids and rare flowers before ascending Mt. Faber
for a panoramic view. Breakfast Today fly to the tropical island paradise to start your Bali tours. Settle into
your oceanfront resort hotel. Balance of the day is at leisure for independent exploration or shopping. First,
attend a performance of the famous Barong Dance in Batubulan, the stone carving center. Then see local
craftsmanship in Celuk, famous for its gold and silver and Mas for wood carvings. Visit the Elephant Cave
before arriving in Kintamani for a magnificent view of the active volcano of Mount Batur and the crater lake.
After lunch on your own visit the Gunuang Kwai Temple and stop in Ubud to view traditional Balinese
paintings. Shop at the local markets located nearby or join an optional tour. Later, fly to fascinating Hong
Kong. Your attractive hotel is in the bustling heart of Kowloon, near the scenic harbor. Regal Kowloon Hotel
Day 13 Meals: Breakfast A morning tour of Hong Kong Island features a ride to the top of Victoria Peak for a
spectacular city and harbor view. Then visit the renowned Stanley Market where bargains await, scenic
Repulse Bay and the exotic Aberdeen floating fishing village. The afternoon is at leisure for shopping or
independent exploration. Do not miss the great opportunity to savor the amazing array of delicacies in this
culinary Mecca. Breakfast A day at leisure in Hong Kong, where East meets West, or perhaps join an optional
excursion via high-speed turbojet ride to Macau, a fascinating city 65 kilometers west of Hong Kong. Also, for
those so inclined, it happens to be the gambling capital of Asia! Breakfast Final morning is at leisure. Later,
board your homebound flight. Your magical journey to the Orient ends as you arrive the USA later today.
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Chapter 4 : Franchise - Sandbox VR Singapore
Optional Transfers in Hong Kong only operate between am & pm. Passengers arriving or departing outside of these
times will be required to purchase a private transfer at an additional charge or take a taxi on their own. Passengers
traveling abroad require a passport valid for six months.

The Paris people were adequate. Welcome to exciting Hong Kong! Your hotel room is available for
mid-afternoon check-in. Day 2 Hong Kong. The afternoon is at your leisure for personal discoveries. B,L Day
3 Hong Kong. Enjoy a full day to explore Hong Kong and the surrounding area on your own. Perhaps consider
an excursion to see the Giant Buddha on Lantau Island, explore nearby Macau, visit the Temple Street night
market, or take a sunset cruise on the harbor. B Day 4 Hong Kongâ€”Singapore. Today, fly to vibrant
Singapore. B Day 5 Singapore. The remainder of the day is at your leisure. B Day 6 Singapore. Enjoy a full
day at your leisure. Your Local Host can make recommendations on things to see and do. B Day 7
Singaporeâ€”Bangkok, Thailand. B Day 8 Bangkok. It houses more than 1, Buddha images, including the
foot-high and foot-long massive Reclining Buddha. B,L Day 9 Bangkok. Enjoy a full day at leisure to explore
on your own. Your Local Host can help with suggestions to help maximize your time. B Day 10 Bangkok.
Your vacation ends with breakfast this morning.
Chapter 5 : Shopping in Hong Kong, Singapore, Bangkok? | Yahoo Answers
Each place is very different, although I have not been to Hong Kong.. I love Singapore, however It is a lot more
expensive than calendrierdelascience.com it is Asia, it is very western and I did comment that it felt more like Sydney
than Asia.

Chapter 6 : Hong Kong, Singapore & Bangkok | Hong Kong Tourism Board
Explorient Luxury Southeast Asia Travel | Unforgettable vacation of Southeast Asia featuring a private tour of Singapore,
Hong Kong and Bangkok. Luxury Hotels, Sensational Dining, Dazzling Entertainment and your own very private guide at
your service.

Chapter 7 : - Hong Kong-Singapore-Bangkok by INTL
Hong Kong's dining scene has gone from strength to strength, and this year impressed upon us again the staggering
number of world-class restaurants and diversity of food we have at our fingertips. Whether it was a tandoor grill house
celebrating Punjabi food, Modern British infused with Japanese.

Chapter 8 : Cheap Flights from Bangkok to Hong Kong International from Â£99 | Skyscanner
Whether you're flying from Hong Kong to Singapore for a family reunion or business trip, we're here to make booking as
easy as can be. Thanks to our list of Hong Kong to Singapore flights, it's simple to browse based on your point of origin
and destination.

Chapter 9 : Hong Kong to Bangkok by train, December HKTravelBlog
Hong Kong is an impressive modern city boasting a stunning skyline studded with skyscrapers and mountains as the
backdrop. The city`s waterways, islands and bay`s provide visitors with plenty of adventures on land and water including
ferry rides, beaches, theme parks, temples, parks, and peaks.
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